I feel pretty strongly that most of the brewing software out there is rather
terrible.
It does the math right, but doing your data entry is a chore. Find the
application that
works best for you. I tried a number of applications and eventually decided
to go with
BeerAlchemy. It still has a bunch of issues that kind of annoy me, but
overall I am
fairly happy with it.

I’ll cover some of the things I found really help when working at a smaller
scale. Lots
of these are just good brewing tips in general, but it’s kind of more
important when
working with crappy glass top stoves and the like.

Standard home brewing practice, get your starter going. Before I had a
flask I used
a sauce pan to make my starter and ran it out of a 2L mason jar covered in
foil.
I started oﬀ with brewers friend for pitching calculations though baselined
to 100g DME / L of starter

In condos the water usually isn’t that cold, but if yours is (like mine), some
time can be saved by
preparing the water in the evening. Kettles are filled to the top with water
and undergo treatment.
The only water treatment I perform is a campden tablet addition to remove
chlorine/chloramine
I’ll also figure out what my water chemistry and brew day will look like for
the next day (temps, volumes, etc.)

When we moved to Toronto we were put back on a stovetop for brewing.
For smaller batches (about 15L before boil) it works OK, but the volumes
that
I was aiming for resulted in terribly long brew days.
You can kind of see my heat stick in the upper edge of the photo. They are
kind of
expensive, but I got it as a gift and it works really well.

This is the worst part of living in an apartment. You don’t have full control
over what kinds of faucets the place will have and you can’t really replace
them.
For standard faucets with the aerator thing on the end you can get the
garden
hose converter from almost any home-brew shop. But, if you have one of
those
snake faucets, it’s trickier. There’s a way to get around it though

https://famouslastworts.com/2015/12/08/rigging-together-a-faucetadapter-for-snake-style-faucets/

Fermenting in smaller places, or places without control is yeast can go
crazy. If you
don’t have lots of control save your cleaner beer brewing and stuﬀ to colder
months and let
the phenolic yeasts shine during the summer. Also, if you aren’t afraid of
Brett, it’s a huge fan
of 30°C so maybe just do 100% Fermentations.
Alternatively, you could transfer into smaller fermenters such that

I know a lot of people hate on bottling, and on your own it kinda sucks.
Unless you are super into drinking the same beer over and over, invite some
chumps… I mean
friends over. I had a crew of people helping with the brew day and bottling
and we could package
up all our beers in maybe an hour.
It’s also pretty mindless so you just shoot the shit while everyone is doing
their job.

Kegging is fairly straight forward. I feel that the amount of cleaning / prep
involved is still
non-trivial, but the nice thing is you can easily do it on your own.
Getting kegs on the other hand is a bit of an issue as prices have really
gotten quite high.
I was never a fan of inserting a hose into my keg and found a blog post that
showed this
neat disconnect trick. It works quite well and I’ve moved over to that.

Kettle Souring Blog Post - https://famouslastworts.com/2016/01/01/
stepping-into-sours-with-the-berliner-weisse/
Tiny Space Brewing + Gear - https://famouslastworts.com/2016/01/13/
brewing-on-a-budget-in-tiny-spaces/

